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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses the observational evidence for and the probable
causes of the large diurnal variability of the atmosphere over the Inter
Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) region of the tropical eastern Atlantic
Ocean. The analysis is based on the observational information of the
AlB-scale rawinsonde data of the GARpl Atlantic Tropical Experiment
(GATE).
A large single cycle diurnal oscillation of wind divergence similar to that observed in the western Atlantic and western Pacific oceans
is found. Maximum divergences occur in the late morning, minimum in
the early evening. Boundary layer divergence profiles show almost
identical divergence for both convectively enhanced and convectively
suppressed conditions. Tropospheric diurnal temperature variation is
also investigated.
Vertically integrated radiational cooling values (QR) are evaluated as a residual from moisture and energy budget analysis. Applicability for the GATE ITCZ region of the Gray and Jacobson (1977) cloud
and cloud-free diurnal radiational-convective forcing hypothesis is investigated. Energy budgets appear to diagnose physically realistic
radiational differences between the convectively enhanced and suppressed
cases. Moisture budgets indicate that the GATE rainfall maximum occurs
in the late morning and that radar derived rainfall rates underestimate
precipitation for the entire experiment by about ~ 30-40%. Diurnal
energy budgets are computed level by level in the vertical with the
aid of a special assumption on condensation and evaporation in the
vertical. Results are compared with the recent Phase III estimates
of Cox and Griffith (1978).
The diurnal convergence cycle of the GATE AlB-array region appears
to result from rTCZ vs. surrounding region north to south radiation
differences. These diurnal radiational differences are enhanced by
the presence of oceanic stratus and airborn Saharan dust to the north.
There appears to be a substantial diurnal pulsing of the low level
mass convergence into the GATE ITCZ region, particularly from the rTCZ's
north side.

lGlobal Atmospheric Research Program.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The diurnal variation of oceanic tropical weather systems has been
a subject of much uncertainty.

This diurnal variation has generally

been thought to be small because the boundary layer over the oceans does
not experience a large diurnal temperature cycle; and lapse rate stability does not vary diurnally as it does over land.

However, Ruprecht

and Gray (1976), Gray and Jacobson (1977) and McBride and Gray (1978)
have recently documented a large diurnal variation in organized deep
convection with a morning maximum and an evening minimum.
Ruprecht and Gray studied the diurnal variability of rainfall
associated with cloud clusters in the Northwestern Pacific during the
summers of 1967 and 1968 and also the diurnal variation of hourly precipitation from 13 years of rainfall data from 8 West Pacific stations.
A striking (70% vs. 30%) diurnal cycle was observed in the heavy convective showers with morning amounts (07-12 Local Time - LT) being two
and one-half times greater than early evening (19-24 LT) amounts.

Cloud

cluster tropospheric diurnal divergence profiles also indicated a much
larger morning convergence from the surface to 400 mb (Fig. 1).

This

supports well the morning rainfall maxima.
Other rainfall and mass budget studies (McBride and Gray, 1978)
have shown that this unexpected single cycle oscillation of tropical
weather systems is present in the West Atlantic as well.
What is the cause of these diurnal variations?

Gray (1976) has

proposed that the deep convergence profile observed in tropical weather
systems is maintained and diurnally modified by differences in the
radiative-condensation heating profiles of the thick cirrus-shield
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covered weather systems and their surrounding clear areas.
Specifically, the upper layered clouds of organized weather systems
are largely opaque to IR energy.

They prevent upward IR energy losses

from lower layers and prevent a net flux divergence of IR energy in
the layers underneath the cloud tops.

In addition, condensation and

evaporation resulting from upward vertical motion slightly warm the
upper troposphere and cool the lower troposphere of the typical tropical
weather system.

By contrast, the upper levels of the surrounding cloud-

free regions are not able to inhibit IR energy losses from lower layers.
Cloud-free areas radiatively cool through IR energy loss at rates
significantly greater than that at the same level of the disturbance
underneath the cloud shield.

The solar absorption of energy is also

greatly altered by the presence or absence of cloud shields.

Solar

energy acts to increase the temperature of the cloud-free areas
throughout the troposphere, but in disturbance regions with thick
layered clouds it acts primarily to raise the temperature within the
upper cloud decks.

At the same time the surrounding clear or partly

cloudy regions do not undergo significant temperature change from
condensation and evaporation.
The heat balance is thus quite different in the two regions.

In

the cloud free area surrounding the cluster, the thermodynamic equation may be written as

aT
at
Local Change
of Temperature

+ v •

~T

Horizontal
Advection

+

(1)

Subsidence
Warming

Radiative
Cooling
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Composited morning vs. evening cloud cluster divergence
0
profiles (Ruprecht and Gray, 1976) for the area within 3 of
the center of the cloud cluster.

where w is the vertical p-ve10city and r , ra are the dry and actual
d
lapse rates.
In the cloud cluster the heat balance is defined as

aT + v •
at

VT

(2)

where
(3)

Figure 2a portrays our estimate of typical day and night rates
of combined radiation and convection temperature change within the
tropical weather system.

Also shown is the surrounding cloud-free
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area day and night radiational cooling.

This figure was derived from

empirical studies of observed temperature change and from discussions
with S. Cox and from his groups' radiation studies (Cox, 1969a, b, 1971
a, b; Fleming and Cox, 1974; Albrecht and Cox, 1975; Cox and Griffith,
1978).

The tropical disturbance's surrounding clear or partly cloudy

regions radiatively lose about twice as much energy at night as during
the day.

This radiation (QR) is the only diabatic energy source of the

surrounding region and is balanced by subsidence warming.
ther system the situation is more complicated.

In the wea-

Besides radiation,

diabatic energy sources of condensation (c) and evaporation (e) are
also acting.

In conventional notation the convective heating rate,

QConvection' is

(4)

QConvection

w is the vertical p-velocity averaged over the scale at which measurements are taken, and w', T' are deviations of vertical velocity and
temperature from the measurement scale average.

In an active tropical

weather system the terms on the right of Eq. 4 have no physical meaning
since the upward motion is moist adiabatic, taking place in active
cumulus clouds.

Gray (1973) demonstrated that the actual vertical

motion within an active convective disturbance consists of a very large
magnitude SUb-synoptic or local up- and down-circulation, which is not
resolved by mean or synoptic scale flow patterns.

Thus, there is no

synoptic scale adiabatic cooling w (fd - fa) actually taking place.
For this reason the local heat balance of the cluster has been written
as in Eq. 2.

5

Observed temperature changes in tropical weather systems indicate
that 24-h vertically integrated averages of Qd.

1S

Q
t.
closely balances QR.
Convec 10n

are about zero.

In the surrounding clear regions,

however, the radiational cooling (QR) is always negative.

This causes

heating rate differences between the disturbance and its surroundings
which are about twice as large at night as during the day.

These day

vs. night diabatic forcing differences, are believed responsible for the
observed divergence differences.
It is proposed that the diurnally varying radiative-convection
heating differences between disturbances and their surroundings cause
changes in the inward-outward disturbance pressure gradients.

Due to

the low value of the Coriolis parameter at tropical latitudes, the
divergent and rotational components of the wind field do not change
concomitantly.

The lack of close wind-pressure balance produces signi-

ficant ageostrophic flow, which diurnally modulates the observed convergence fields.
It is observed that disturbance temperature varies very little
as a function of the amount of cumulus convection.

Convection causes

small rises in the upper tropospheric temperature and small decreases
in the lower tropospheric temperature.

Day-night variations of dis-

turbance radiation cause larger temperature variation than do diurnal
variations in condensation.

This is particularly true in the upper

troposphere where solar absorption causes upper tropospheric warming
and enhanced nighttime cooling in comparison with the disturbance
surrounding region.
tropospheric Qd.

1S

This causes day vs. night differences in upper

as indicated in Fig. 2a which are only very weakly

a function of day-night differences in the disturbance convection.
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Fig. 2a-b.

(a) Estimated typical day and night rates of radiation and
condensation temperature change within a tropical disturbance
and its surroundings. Qdis represents the net radiativeconvective heating rate in the disturbance CEq. 2). QR
is the net radiative heating rate in the surrounding clear
or mostly clear region. (b) Slope of pressure surfaces
forced by the heating differences in Fig. 2a. Lengths of
the arrows are proportional to the strength of the mass
circulation.
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Thus, the disturbance minus surrounding region diabatic energy differences
(Qdis - QR) are largely driven by radiation and have a two to one night
vs. day variation.

This assessment has been well documented by the

research project of W. M. Gray in reports by Jacobson and Gray (1976),
Foltz (1976), Frank (1978), Grube (1978) and McBride and Gray (1978).
The atmosphere surrounding the organized tropical disturbance adjusts to its large radiational cooling at night through extra subsidence.
This extra nighttime subsidence increases low-level convergence into the
adjacent cloud regions.
radiation loss.

During the day solar heating reduces tropospheric

Clear region subsidence warming and cloud region low-

level convergence are substantially reduced.
At upper levels the cloud region cirrus shields radiationally cool
more at night and less during the day than their surrounding cloudfree regions.

This acts in a complementary fashion with conditions at

lower levels to alter the cloud region and surrounding area pressure
slopes and convergence profiles.

This condition results in more con-

vergence occurring in the morning and less in the afternoon-evening.
The convergence cycle typically follows the radiational forcing with a
time lag of 3-6h.
Figure 2b shows the hypothesized slope of pressure surfaces from
the disturbance to its surroundings resulting from these radiational
differences.

Note that the daytime solar warming of the upper dis-

turbance cloud layers produces an extra downward bulging of the middle
tropospheric disturbance pressure surfaces in comparison with nighttime
values.

This causes an enhancement of the daytime middle-level con-

vergence and a reduction at night.
reversed.

At lower levels the situation is

Daytime solar warming of the region around the disturbance
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causes a reduction of the low-level surrounding-disturbance pressure
gradients and a consequent reduction of the daytime disturbance inflow
as compared to the inflow at night.
This hypothesis has been extensively discussed in the reports of
Gray and Jacobson (1977) and McBride and Gray (1978).

Fingerhut (1978)

has recently performed numerical experiments on a steady state tropical
cloud cluster to test this radiation-convective hypothesis.

The diurnal

modulation of tropospheric radiation (shortwave plus longwave) profiles
by a high cirrus layer was shown to produce day vs. night divergence
profile differences similar to the observations.

Tropospheric energy

budget studies (Foltz, 1976) have also shown that the single cycle
observed diurnal subsidence warming profile (morning maximum, evening
minimum) is required to simultaneously balance the observed diurnal
temperature changes with the expected radiational cooling profiles.
The present study was undertaken to further investigate the
expected diurnal variations in the GATE region.
!ropical

~xperiment

The GARP Atlantic

-

-

(GATE) has made available for the first time a large

set of upper air observations that have made it possible to observe
diurnal variations on a 3 to 6 hour basis.

It also has a relatively

long (60 days) duration of data collection.

Thus, it is possible to

more accurately describe the diurnal variability of the tropical
atmosphere with the GATE data set than with any other previous information.

In addition, the excellent spacial resolution of the GATE data

has made it possible to further investigate the nature of these observed
diurnal variations by computing diurnal moisture and energy budgets.
From these budgets, radiational cooling profiles will be diagnosed as a
residual in order to examine the relative role of radiation as a forcing
mechanism for the diurnal oscillation of GATE region convergence.
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TABLE 3
Suppressed Days
Julian Day

Date

AlB, B, C Rainfall

Number of Ships Reporting > Trace Rain

186

July 5

11 rom

2

190

July 9

24 rom

4

197

July 16

6 rrnn

3

216

Aug. 4

25 rom

7

226

Aug. 14

6 rom

4

227

Aug. 15

3 rom

2

243

Aug. 31

14 rom

5

244

Sept. 1

8 rrnn

4

250

Sept. 7

24 rom

9

In this study an alternative approach is taken.

Instead of as-

surning the radiative cooling profile, it will be calculated as a
residual.

It is believed that the GATE AlB scale data has high enough

time and spacial resolution to not only determine the large-scale heat
and moisture sources, but also to allow an estimation of the partitioning of the condensation minus evaporation (c-e) term of the moisture budget in the vertical with a closure assumption of a simple
cloud model.

The radiative cooling term is then solved as a residual.

3.

RESULTS

The diurnal variability .of the GATE atmasphere is dacumented with
vertical prafiles .of AlB scale divergences, B-scale temperatures, and

AlB scale energy and maisture budgets.

These diurnal changes are cam-

pared with .oceanic trapical data fram the Western Pacific and the Western Atlantic.

Radiatianal caaling is calculated as a residual fram

the maisture and energy budgets.

Calculatians are campared with the

radiatian estimated by Cax and Griffith (1978) far Phase IrI.
3.1

Divergence Prafi1es
Average AlB scale divergence far the three GATE weather classes

are presented in Fig. 4.

The similarity .of the GATE average and the

enhanced cases indicates the canvective character .of the GATE AlB
array within the rTCZ regian.

All three campasites shaw law level

canvergence characteristic .of a summertime rTCZ circulatian.

Abave

850 mb, hawever, divergence .of the GATE average and enhanced cases is
quite different from the suppressed case.
The enhanced and GATE average cases show mid-level divergence
between 800 and 400 mb.

This divergence layer has appeared cansis-

tent1y in ather GATE studies

a1s~

at the level .of the law level easterly

jet (Reed et al., 1977; Nitta, 1977).

There is a shallaw layer .of can-

vergence at 400 mb with the majar autflaw at 200 mb ta 300 mb praduced
by the tapping out .of cumu1animbus towers.
The suppressed case also indicates mid-level divergence, fram 900
mb ta 400 mb.

Hawever, this layer has twa peaks, .one at 850 mb cam-

prised .of air fram the baundary layer canvergence, and .one at 500 mb
where air fram the strang canvergence a1aft is diverging.
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2.
2.1

METHOD

Data
The internationally validated rawinsonde observations provided

by CEDDA

2

(May, 1976) from the GATE AlB-scale and B-scale ships (Fig.

3) are the primary data source.

Observations were taken at intervals

of 3-6 hours during each of the three phases of GATE in the summer
of 1974 off the west coast of Africa.
Julian Date

These three phases are:
Calendar Date

Phase I

179-197

June 28-July 16

Phase II

209-227

July 28-August 15

Phase III

242-262

August 30-September 19

Standard wind and thermodynamic observations are available every
5 mb in the vertical.
appears to be in error.

CEDDA has flagged data from each sounding which
All such data have been discarded.

Wind data

have been averaged over 25 mb and the thermodynamic data have been used
directly from the data tapes.
A number of problems with the rawinsonde data have been documented,
however.

These biases and inaccuracies are discussed more fully in

Appendix A, but the two primary problems are the large amount of high
frequency noise in the B-scale (U.S.) winds and the solar radiation
correction applied to the USSR (AlB-scale) sonde measured temperatures.
Due to the great sensitivity of the budgets to the wind field these
problems have dictated that energy and moisture budgets be computed
with AlB-scale winds only.

Also, only B-scale temperature and humidity

data will be used for the storage terms in the energy and moisture
budgets.
2

Center for Experiment Design and Data Analysis.
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The GATE ship array.

A composite rather than a case study approach has been chosen.

A

composite study can reveal the characteristics which are common to a
number of meteorological conditions rather than individual case differences and can best isolate the true diurnal variations which are
occurring.

Data have been composited by ship position, and then aver-

aged to form AlB-scale values.

It has been verified that these results

are the same as making calculations at individual times and then
averaging.
Diurnal analyses have been made for three different GATE convective regimes.

These are:

1)

the GATE 60-day average,

2)

ten of GATE's most convectively enhanced days, and

3)

nine of GATE's most convectively suppressed days.

These are summarized in Table 1.
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TABLE 1
Summary of Data Sets
1)

2)

GATE Average:

All soundings from GATE composited by ship
position.

GATE Average
Diurnal Case:

All soundings from GATE composited by individual time periods and by ship position.

Suppressed and
Enhanced Cases:

Selected individual days (data from 00Z-2lZ
on each day) composited to form an average,
then recomposited into 0000, 0300, etc. time
periods.

The GATE average case includes all soundings at 00 Greenwich
Mean Time (Z), 06Z, l2Z and l8Z (these are 2230 LT, 0430 LT, 1030 LT
and 1630 LT) from all three phases of GATE.

The convectively enhanced

case is composed of ten of the rainiest days in GATE (Table 2) as
qualitatively determined by rainfall from all the ship gauges, satellite
pictures and the B-array radar data.

Visual radar data from the Ocean-

ographer and Researcher were viewed to determine if the convection was
approximately centered on the AlB-array.

The convectively suppressed

cases were determined in a similar manner (Table 3).

Visual radar was

again checked to determine whether the day was inactive or if the convection had just missed the ship rain gauges.
Tee enhanced and suppressed days are not purely enhanced or suppressed, however.

Rarely is an entire day in the tropics convectively

active as far as rainfall is concerned (Henry, 1974).

But, so as not

to bias the particular case towards anyone time period, complete
days from OOZ to 21Z were classified and composited for analysis.
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TABLE 2
Enhanced Days
Julian Day

Date

AlB + B + C Ship Rain

AlB, B, C Ships w/over
50 mm rainlday

2.2

188

July 7

342 rom

Meteor (73 nnn)
Oceanographer (147 mm)

189

July 8

333

Oceanographer (61 mm)
Vanguard (58 mm)
Researcher (122 rom)

195

July 14

305 nun

Poryv (78 nnn)
Gillis (52 rom)

222

Aug. 10

III rom

Priboy (58 rom)

245

Sept. 2

252 rom

Planet (47 nnn)
Krenkel (64 rom)

248

Sept. 5

192 rom

Gillis (47 rom)

255

Sept. 12

278 rom

Dallas (98 mm)
Fay (83 mm)

256

Sept. 13

450 rom

Quadra (107 mm)
Okean (52 nnn)
Vanguard (66 mm)
Dallas (71 nun)
Fay (85 mm)

257

Sept. 14

322 rom

Meteor (68 nun)

259

Sept. 16

221 nun

Researcher (65 mm)

nml

Moisture and Energy Budgets
The most popular method of determining the bulk thermodynamic

effect of clouds on the large scale environment has been that of Yanai
et a1. (1973), where the large scale energy source and moisture sink is
measured and then a cloud model is employed to determine the changes
in energy and moisture due to cumulus entrainment, condensation, evaporation and detrainment.
used in this approach.

An assumed radiative cooling profile has been
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The GATE average and enhanced case divergence profiles show a
large diurnal variation as indicated in Figs. 5 and 6.

Note that:

1)

Low level convergence follows a single cycle; maximum at l2Z
minimum at OOZe

2)

Divergence from 500 mb to 300 mb is a maximum during the hours
of greatest low level convergence, 06Z and l2Z.

3)

From 350 mb to 450 mb convergence is present during the late
afternoon and night while divergence is present in the early
morning hours.

4)

Upper level outflow is greatest and extends through the deepest layer in the late morning to late afternoon hours, l2Z to
l8Z.

This cycle of divergence produces a large oscillation in the vertical motion profiles (Figs. 7 and 8).

The maximum upward motion occurs

in the early afternoon (15Z) and is twice the minimum value occurring
at OOZe

The profiles indicate that while the low level convergence is

a maximum between 0430 LT and 1030 LT (Figs. 5 and 6), large cumulonimbus clouds, as evidenced by large upper level vertical motion, do not
respond until three to six hours later.

Why the deep convection lags

the low level convergence forcing will be discussed in conjunction with
the moisture budgets.
Diurnally, the suppressed case (Fig. 9 ) has some similarities with
the GATE average and enhanced case profiles.

Low level convergence

characteristic of the rTCZ region follows a single cycle and reaches
a maximum at 1030 LT.

Upward vertical motion of 40 mb/day occurs at

900 mb with upward motion extending to 250 mb.

But while upper level

subsidence is present only in the evening and night in the other two
cases, subsidence is present at all times during the suppressed case
(Fig. 10) with a progression as follows:
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Diurnal AlB-scale vertical motion for the suppressed case.
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1)

Weakest subsidence is present in the morning during the time
of greatest upward motion.

2)

A deep layer of subsidence is established at 1630 LT.

3)

A deep but weaker layer of subsidence continues into the
nighttime.

4)

Subsidence strengthens and extends through a deeper layer from
0130 LT to 0430 LT.

So, for the suppressed case, the upper layers appear to be responding to radiational forcing.

Stronger nighttime radiative cooling in

convective1y suppressed regions than in enhanced regions will likely
cause a stronger subsidence to occur by early morning in the suppressed
regions such as has been numerically modeled by Fingerhut (1978) and
such as is observed with the GATE suppressed cases.

Such morning

22

subsidence maxima have also been measured at many global locations by
Foltz (1976).

The subsidence from 1630 LT to 1930 LT is likely a result

of the return flow from the regions of enhanced convection.

The sup-

pressed case boundary layer, however, indicates the same diurnal forcing
as the other two convective regimes.

Convergence is always present

with the maximum occurring in the morning, as with the enhanced and GATE
average cases.

This similarity of boundary layer diurnal convergence is

an indication that the entire ITCZ region is diurnally pulsing.

This

diurnal pulsation within the GATE array occurs in conditions of both
enhanced and suppressed convection.
As previously discussed, a similar cycle of diurnal divergence
has been reported in other tropical oceanic regions.

McBride and Gray

(1978) have averaged wind reports around satellite tracked cloud
clusters, pre-typhoon clusters, tropical storms and easterly waves
which all show the morning maximum in low level convergence and upper
level outflow (Fig. lla-b).

The GATE region is thus not unique when

the morning vs. nighttime divergence profiles of convectively enhanced
regions are examined.

But the increased time resolution of the GATE

data indicates that the primary maximum in upper level outflow in GATE
is during the early afternoon for the enhanced and all GATE average
cases rather than in the morning as in these western ocean weather systems.

This observation is consistent with GATE convective cloud cover

studies (McGarry and Reed, 1978) and rainfall studies (Hudlow, 1977).
These show that the time of maximum cirrus cloud coverage and
rainfall is between 1300 LT and 1500 LT.

So, while GATE does have the

same strong single cycle oscillation of low level forcing, the deep
convection is delayed a few hours when compared to other regions.
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Fig. lla-b.

a) Morning vs. nighttime divergence profiles for Western
Pacific cloud clusters, pretyphoon clusters, and tropical
storms (from McBride and Gray, 1978). b) Morning vs.
nighttime divergence profiles for Western Atlantic cloud
clusters, easterly waves and tropical storms (from McBride
and Gray, 1978).
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The other difference between GATE and the western oceanic regions
is the presence of a diurnal cycle of low level forcing in the GATE
suppressed case, similar to the enhanced case.

This has not been ob-

served in the West Pacific as seen in Fig. 12, or West Atlantic areas
where more low level subsidence occurs in the morning.

As was earlier

noted, this seems to indicate that the entire low level monsoon trough
circulation is pulsing diurnally and independent of the amount of rain
falling.

This pulsing has also been documented by McBride and Gray (1978)

when they analyzed the diurnal variability of easterly waves in GATE.
Although there is upward motion throughout most of the atmosphere in the
GATE wave ridges (Fig. 13), the boundary layer has a diurnal oscillation
similar to that of the suppressed cases.

Frictionally induced convergence

cannot force this diurnal oscillation, as GATE boundary layer vorticity
is much smaller than the convergence, and it does not reach a maximum
until 9 to 12 hours after the convergence (Table 4).

Indeed, the boundary

layer convergence and vorticity are even out of phase with each other.
Thus, frictionally induced convergence cannot explain the magnitude
of the observed divergence or the observed diurnal cycle.
3.2

Diurnal Temperature Changes
The diurnal range of layer average temperatures in GATE is por-

trayed in Fig. 14.

The dominant feature in each curve is the rise in

temperature before short wave radiational heating is present or very
strong.

In this respect, GATE is like other oceanic tropical regions.

Foltz (1976) has also documented a consistent rise in column averaged
temperatures in the morning hours that could not be accounted for by
radiation processes.

Foltz hypothesized that in order to account for

the observed temperature changes enhanced morning subsidence must be
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Morning vs. nighttime vertical motion profiles for Western
Pacific clear areas (from McBride and Gray, 1978).
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Diurnal AlB-vertical motion profiles for GATE easterly wave
ridge (McBride and Gray, 1978).
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TABLE 4
Diurnal 900 mb divergence vs. vorticity (10
case.

-6

sec

-1

) enhanced average

002

03Z

06Z

09Z

l2Z

l5Z

Divergence

-8.0

-7.9

-7.6

-12.1

-11.9

-10.8

- 2. 7

-6.4

Vorticity

-1.2

-2.2

0

1.5

4.5

2.2

6.4

10.7

occurring.

Since the warming rates he observed leveled off in the

18Z

212

early afternoon, it appears that tropospheric subsidence must also have
a diurnal cycle, i.e. large in the morning hours and small in the afternoon and early evening.

Thus, at night the troposphere appears to cool

to a point where a subsidence response sets in.

The tropospheric tem-

perature then begins to increase before solar heating becomes a factor.
These temperature and subsidence diurnal cycles are what is observed
in GATE.

Diurnal profiles of w in the enhanced and suppressed cases

(Figs. 8 and 10) indicate that subsidence is occurring in the early
morning hours (03Z to 092) when the temperature is observed to rise.
Note that this extra subsidence at night will be more pronounced in
convectively suppressed areas due to the larger radiational cooling
under a clear sky (Fleming and Cox, 1974).

This should increase the

mass convergence into a convectively enhanced region in the morning
and produce a rainfall maximum at that time.
Thus, the

diurn~l

cycle of temperature in the GATE region also

appears to support the argument that diurnal radiational forcing is a
dominant tropospheric driving mechanism.
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3.3

Vertically Integrated Budget Computations
Following Yanai et al. (1973) the equations for heat energy and

moisture continuity for a large scale area, containing an ensemble of
clouds which occupy only a fraction of the area are:

a ---

as w
as + v • sy
+ ap
at

-L

[~ + v .

qy

+ aa;

+ L(c-e) - -- s'w'
ap

W

J=

L(c-e) + L

~p

q' w'

(5)

(6)

apparent heat source

where

apparent moisture sink
s

dry static energy

q

specific humidity

Q

radiation heating rate

R
V

horizontal wind

w

vertical p - velocity

L

latent heat of condensation

c

condensation rate per unit mass

e

evaporation rate per unit mass.

Averages are computed over the horizontal extent of the AlB-array and
deviations are taken from this horizontal average.

The terms on the

left side of both Eqs. 5 and 6 are the local change (or storage) term,
the total horizontal convergence term, and the mean vertical divergence
term.

The terms on the right side of Eq. 5 are the heating due to

radiation, the release of latent heat by net condensation, and the
vertical convergence of the vertical eddy transport of sensible heat.
The right side of Eq. 6 is the measure of the apparent moisture sink
consisting of the net condensation and vertical divergence of the vertical eddy transport of moisture.
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~len

Eq. 5 and 6 are vertically integrated from the surface (p )
s

to 100 mb they reduce to:

1 [P

- [
g

Ps

IOO

a _
- s
at

J

+

dp

PlOO_ __
'iJ •

sV

f

dp]

PlOO

+

'iJ •

(a)

qV

dp]

(b)

P

o

(c)

E

(e)

o

(8)

(d)

latent heat of condensation

L

E

(d)

(c)

(b)

(a)

P

(7)

Ps

Ps

~d
at p

Q E.E.+ LP + S
R goo

precipitation rate at the surface

o

evaporation rate at the surface

o

so

sensible heat flux from the surface (assumed
to be 0.1 of E )
o

Computational Procedures.
1)

Computational procedures are as follows:

Terms (a) and (b) of Eq. 8 are directly determined from the
GATE AlB-array rawinsonde data.

Term (d) can be evaluated

from the bulk-aerodynamic formula:

E

o

(9)
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where

P

o

1. 3 x 10

-3

Po

surface air density

qs

saturation specific humidity at sea surface
temperature

qa

specific humidity 10 m level

Ivo I

wind at 10 m level

can thus be determined as a residual.
2)

Po can be substituted into term (d) of Eq. 7 and with the
knowledge of terms (a) and (b) from the rawinsonde data, and
term (e) from the assumption of the Bowen ratio (0.1), term
(c), or the vertical integral of Q in Eq. 7, can be solved
R
as a residual.

Integrated A/B-Scale Moisture Budget.
budgets are presented in Table 5.

Integrated average moisture

As expected the horizontal conver-

gence term dominates, with the enhanced case having the largest convergence, 2.08 gm/cm

2

day.

different between cases.

The evaporation rates are not greatly
The total amount of precipitation is sensitive

to the storage term, but as discussed by Frank (1978) vapor storage
is very small.

Calculated drying of -0.13 gm/cm

pressed average and moistening of 0.32 gm/cm

2

2

day for the sup-

day for the enhanced

case may be too large due to small errors in vapor convergence.

The

all GATE A/B-array precipitation of 1.53 cm/day is 28% higher than
Frank (1978) has estimated from s-budget calculations including Cox
o
and Griffith's (1978) radiation estimation of 1.16 C/day cooling
(surface to 100 mb).

Rainfall of 1.53 cm/day requires radiational cool-

o
ing of 1.7 C/day, 46% larger than Cox and Griffith's estimate.
differences will be discussed later.

These

Despite an energy balance incon-

sistency, the diurnal range of values to be presented are believed to be
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TABLE 5
A/B-Sea1e Moisture Budget (gm/em 2 per day)

vr q

E

o

dq/dt

P

o

ALL GATE

1.06

0.47

0.0

1.53

ENHANCED

2.08

0.49

0.32

2.25

where

Vq

total moisture convergence

E

surface evaporation

r

o

dq/dt

moisture storage

P

surface precipitation

o

TABLE 6
Moisture Budgets by Time of Day (gm/cm 2 per day)
GMT

Local

V q

E0

dq/dt

P

ALL GATE

00
06
12
18

2230
0430
1030
1630

.59
1.01
1.41
1.19

.45
.47
.47
.47

-.05
-.21
.05
.21

1.09
1.69
1. 83
1.45

ENHANCED

00
06
12
18

2230
0430
1030
1630

1.32

1.84
2.61
2.36

.45
.51
.50
.54

.25
.20
.60
.20

1.52
2.15
2.51
2.70

00
06
12
18

2230
0430
1030
1630

.06
-.08
.37
-.16

.38
.35
.37
.36

-.11
-.53
.01
.08

.55
.80
.73
.12

SUPPRESSED

r

0
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approximately correct.
Diurnal moisture budgets are presented in Table 6.
range in surface precipitation (P ) is calculated.
o

A large diurnal

This is primarily

produced by the diurnal cycle of horizontal moisture convergence, with
the phase and amplitude of the oscillation somewhat modulated by the
apparent moisture storage term.

In each case, horizontal moisture

convergence is greatest at 12Z (1030 LT) by a 2 to 1 margin over the
minimum values at OOZ (2230 LT).

This is not unexpected in light of the

diurnal divergence profiles presented.

The moisture storage term

(3q/3t), if correct, slightly reduces the diurnal range of the P
lation.

o

oscil-

It appears to play a significant role in modulating the phase

of the oscillation, however.

For instance, in the enhanced case the

precipitation is larger at l8Z than at l2Z due to the apparent storage
at l2Z.

This delay in the precipitation maximum due to the storage

term in the moisture budgets is difficult to accurately specify and
have strong confidence in.

But, these observations are consistent with

the enhanced case divergence profiles which indicate a delay in the growth
of large Cbls until the afternoon.

The delay may be due to the large

low level vertical wind shear found in GATE and the low level stability
of the atmosphere.

It takes a few hours longer (in comparison with other

regions) for the cumulus convection in GATE to become organized into heavy
rain producing Cb clouds.
ization is occurring.

Moisture may be accumulating while this organ-

Without storage, maximum rain in all regimes

occurs at l2Z (1030 LT).
To determine the accuracy of these budget measurements, a number
of other estimates are available for comparison; rain gauge data, radar
reflectivity data, and satellite estimates.

None of these measurements

has an adequate spatial scale to resolve precipitation rates for
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convectively suppressed conditions on the AlB-scale, however.

No

comparisons will consequently be made for the suppressed case.
Rain gauge estimates from the AlB and B-scale (Seguin and Sabol,
1976), B-scale radar-rainfall data (Hudlow, 1977) and B-scale radar
data extended to the AlB-scale with satellite data (HudIo""

3
1978 ) are

compared with the budget measured precipitation values in Table 7.
Good agreement is achieved concerning the phase of the diurnal
cycle between the radar and budget values for the enhanced case.

Both

record a precipitation maximum from l2Z to l8Z and a minimum from OOZ
to 06Z.

A convective cloudiness study (McGarry and Reed, 1978) also

concurs by documenting maximum area coverage during the early afternoon.
But, for the all GATE case, the budget calculations indicate a morning
maximum whereas, the gauge and B-scale radar data indicate an afternoon
maximum.
There are also some discrepancies in the amount of precipitation
recorded between the budget calculated precipitation rates and the
other measurements.

Undoubtedly, the gauge data underestimates the

precipitation due to the lack of spatial resolution and ship structure
interferenc~

but the difference between the budget and radar-

satellite estimates is not as easily reconciled.
indicate

~

AlB-moisture budgets

50 percent more rainfall (1.53 cm/day) than that indicated by

the combined radar-satellite data (1.02 cm/day).

In that the mean

position of the ITCZ was centered on the B-array, one would expect the
B-array to have significantly higher precipitation per unit area than the
AlB-array due to its smaller areal extent.

This occurs in the enhanced

case, but not for the all-GATE case precipitation.

The most likely

explanation for this discrepancy rests with the possibility of the
3personal communication.

TABLE 7
Comparison of GATE Precipitation Estimates (gm/cm 2per day)

Data Source

ALL GATE AVE.
00-062
06-122
12-182
18-002

ENHANCED AVE.
00-062
06-122
12-182
18-002

A/B Budget
This Study

% of Daily
Total

23%
29%
27%
21%

.88
1.10
1.40
1.09

20%
26%
30%
24%

. 1. 78
2.31
3.36
2.47

A/B Satellite and
Radar (Hudlow,
1978)

1.02
20%
25%
31%
24%

2.48

2.25
1.84
2.33
2.61
2.11

% of Daily
Total

1.12

1.53
1.39
1. 76
1.64
1. 27

B Radar
Hudlow,
1978

18%
23%
34%
25%

A/B, B, C
Rain guage
This study

.85
.62
.81
1.07
.89

w

~
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radar estimates being more accurate for heavy convective showers and
underestimating light and moderate precipitation.

The other possibility

is that the rawinsonde data are less accurate for the all-GATE than for
the enhanced cases.

This explanation can be ruled out by referring to

the mass balance corrections applied to the two composites (see Appendix
A) .

~vind

Both cases have had similar corrections made to the vertical

profiles so that one cannot be said to have a more accurate divergence
profile, and thus moisture budget, than the other.

These small values

of the AlB-scale radial wind (V ) corrections attest to the excellent
R
accuracy of the wind data.

Also, in an individual time period study of

GATE AlB-moisture budgets for all time periods, Frank (1978) who
employed a least squares fitting technique to the winds to replace
missing data, observed an all GATE P

o

value of 1.36 gm/cm

2

per day.

value agrees within 13% with the budget values presented here.

This

Thus,

the budget calculated precipitation values are believed to be quite
acceptable for all three convective regimes.

As Frank (1978) has indi-

cated and as previously discussed, these q-budget precipitation estimates
may overestimate inward vapor transport by about 15% because they reo
quire a tropospheric radiational cooling of 1.7 C/day which according
to Cox and Griffith's estimates are too high.

The reason for this is

not fully understood at this time, but may be due to a mean dry advection across the GATE array which the soviet ships cannot detect due to
some systematic errors in their q measurement.

Using Cox and Griffith's

o
radiation estimates of -1.16 C/day (surface to 100 mb) Frank calculates
an A/B-array all-GATE rainfall of 1.20 cm/day.

The Hudlow (1978)

combined radar-satellite all-GATE rainfall estimate of 1.02 em/day
o

requires surface to 100 mb radiational cooling of only about -0.4 C/day
which is considered to be much too small.
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There is some evidence to support the likely underestimate of
lighter rain by the radar.

Besides the consistency between the

independent budget calculation of this study and Frank's (1978)
study, data presented by Cunning and Sax (1977) indicate that the Z-R
relationships used by CEDDA to transform the radar reflectivities to
rainfall rates would underpredict the light and moderate rain showers
in which 50% of the total rainfall in GATE fell (Gray and Jacobson,
1977).

According to the Cunning and Sax data, rainfall rates of 7 mm/hr

and 2 mm/hr are calculated as 6 mm/hr and 1 mm/hr respectively by CEDDA.
This underestimation of light and moderate showers may also help explain
the phase difference between the budgets and radar in determining the
time of maximum rainfall for the all GATE case.

The light and moderate

showers must be occurring more in the morning for the all GATE budgets
to give a morning maximum if the heavy showers occur in the afternoon.
It is these lighter rainfall amounts which the radar is likely underestimating.

This may cause the B-scale radar observed afternoon peak

in rainfall for the all GATE case.
In this study, the budget derived precipitation estimates, although
perhaps too high by 25% or so, will nevertheless still be used in the
computation of radiational cooling.

This overestimate of precipitation

(if valid) should not significantly effect the determination of the
diurnal cycle of the convective states which is the primary purpose of
the paper.
Energy Budgets.

To calculate residual values of radiational

cooling, the precipitation rates (P ) calculated from the moisture
o

budgets are used in the energy budget equation (Eq. 5).

When vertically

integrated from the surface to 100 mb, the equation may be written as:
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so

os - ot + V·sV_

LPo +

= -

(a)

(b)

(10)

(c)

Terms (a) and (b) are calculated from the rawinsonde data, term (c)
from the moisture budget and term (d) is computed as a residual.
Vertically integrated values of this A/B energy budget are presented in Table 8.

For the enhanced and suppressed average cases,

general agreement is found between the budget calculated QR's and previously reported radiation profiles of Fleming and Cox (1974); and
Albrecht and Cox (1975).

Greater cooling is expected in the suppressed

0

cases(-1.8 C/day) than in the enhanced cases (-l.loC/day).

This is pre-

sumably due to the reduction of IR energy loss by high clouds within
the enhanced cases.

Also during the daytime the enhanced case should

warm in comparison to the suppressed case due to extra short wave absorption in clouds

~vhen

compared with cloud-free conditions.
o

The all-GATE A/B-average of -1.7 C/day appears to be somewhat
larger than had been expected when the large amount of cloudiness in
the GATE region (70%+, Holle et al., 1977) is considered.

As the energy

budget computation of Q is quite sensitive to the precipitation term
R
(L Po)' a comparison of Q values diagnosed using different precipitation
R
rates has been made for the all GATE case (Table 9).

Of the three pre-

cipitation estimates, the Frank (1978) q-budget value gives the most
physically realistic value of the all GATE Q when compared to the enhanced
R
and suppressed average QR's.

This may indicate that the budgets slightly

overestimate the precipitation.

It is clear, however, that the radar-

satellite data significantly underestimates the radiational cooling
obtained from those rainfall values.
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TABLE 8
A/B Energy Budget (oC/day)
Q -S
1 0

L P

QR

ALL GATE

2.3

4.0

-1. 7

ENHANCED

5.2

6.3

-1.1

SUPPRESSED

-.5

1.3

-1.8

0

TABLE 9
All GATE A/B Q as a function of L Po
R

2
P (gm/ cm day)
0

0

0

L P ( C/day)

QR( C/day)

0

A/B q-budget
present study

1.53

4.0

-1.7

A/B q-budget
Frank (1978)

1.36

3.6

-1.3

A/B s-budget
with Cox and
Griffith Phase
III radiation

1.20

3.2

-1.16

Hudlow; A/B
combined radarsatellite
budget (1978)

1.02

2.7

-0.4

Cox and Griffith (1978) have derived Q profiles for Phase III using
R
the radiative transfer equation with inputs of vertical temperature,
moisture, and cloud top distribution.

As QR's from Phase III are the

only available values from Cox and Griffith (1978) the GATE average case
will be compared with their Phase III average values.
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The Cox and Griffith data from the days in Phase III which are included
in this study's enhanced and suppressed cases will be compared to the
budget derived enhanced and suppressed case Q values.
R
The- Cox and Griffith data were presented in 4 six-hour averages for
each day of Phase III (00-06 LT, 06-12 LT, 12-18 LT and 18-00 LT).

As

the budget data are presented for 00, 06, 12 and 18, the Cox and Griffith
data were modified to produce averages at these times.

Basically, the

shortwave values for a six-hour period were adapted with a sine curve
to give a representative value at l2Z or l8Z.

The equations used for

each time period are listed below:
Cox and Griffith LT Q to GMT QR
R
SW

LW

BUDGET

Q (OOZ)

.75 LW(l8-00) + .25 LW(OO-06)

QR (06Z)

.75 LW(00-06) + .25 LH(06-12)

+

.08 SW(06-l2)

QR (12Z)

.75 LW(06-l2) + .25 LW(l2-l8)

+

.92 SW(06-l2)
+ .38 SW(12-I8)

Q (18Z)

.75 LW(12-l8) + .25 LW(l8-00)

+ .62 SW02-l8)

R

R

The Cox and Griffith Q values for the average case are compared witp
R
the budget values in Table 10.

TABLE 10
A/B Q (oC/day)
R
Budget

Cox and Griffith (1978)

ALL GATE

-1.7

-1.2 Phase III only

ENHANCED

-1.1

-1.1

SUPPRESSED

-1. 8

-1.2
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Three points stand out in this comparison.

First, there is good

agreement between the two estimates of enhanced case cooling.

This

lends confidence to the magnitude of -1.loC/day for GATE convectively
enhanced periods.
Secondly, there is a large disagreement between the all GATE budget
calculated Q and the Cox and Griffith Phase III QR.
R

The Cox and Griffith

value is not large enough to balance the precipitation term in the heat
budget equation.
The third result of the comparison is the lack of any difference
between the enhanced and suppressed cases in the Cox and Griffith data.
This is primarily due to a lack of substantial cloud differences between Cox and Griffith's Phase III enhanced and suppressed cases.

Cox

and Griffith have yet to make Phase I and Phase II calculations.

Hhen

considering the high moisture content of the atmosphere in Phase III
(5.1 cm of precipitable water) and the cloud top distributions (Table
11) it can be seen that Phase III is quite cloudy even on the days that
very little rainfall occurs.

Estimated QR's of this paper are believed

more representative of suppressed conditions than Cox and Griffith's
values because of the inclusion of Phase I and Phase II data.

The

budget determined suppressed case value of -l.aoC/day also agrees quite
well with the Fleming and Cox (1974) tropical clear sky estimates.
Diurnal budget calculated Q 's are presented in Table 12.
R

A rela-

tively smooth diurnal cycle of QR's is diagnosed at each time period.
This energy budget approach produces quite reasonable day vs. night
radiational cooling differences.
greater cooling than l2Z QR's.

Each 002 Q shows significantly
R
The budget calculated QR's appear to
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TABLE 11
Mean AlB Cloud Top Area Distribution (Cox and Griffith, 1978)
SUPPRESSED

ENHANCED

P(mb)
100

9.3%

1.4%

12.9%

3.8%

10.8%

4.6%

12.3%

7.4%

11. 7%

13.1%

10.5%

13.3%

8.9%

11. 7%

7.6%

10.4%

7.6%

13.1%

91.6%

78.8%

200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000
TOTAL

TABLE 12
o

AlB Energy Budget ( C/day)
Night Average QR Day Average Q
R

L P

Q1 -S 0

o

ALL GATE
00 Z
06 Z
12 z
18 Z

.2
2.4
4.1
2.5

2.9
4.7
5.1
4.0

-2.7
-2.3
-1.0
-1.5

} -2.5

1.7
4.1
7.7
6.7

4.3
6.0
7.0
7.5

-2.6
-1.9
.7
-.8

} -2.2

-.5
-.5
1.0
-1.5

1.4
2.2
1.9
.3

-1.9
-2.7
-.9
-1.8

} -1.

3

ENHANCED
00 Z
06 Z
12 Z
18 Z

a

}

SUPPRESSED
OOZ

06 Z
12 Z
18 Z
---.

__

. ..-.--

.

•

_.

______ • ____ w

._~

___ • • • _ _ _

. _ .. _~._. _ _ _ _ _ •• _ _

•

}

-2.3
} -1.4
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.
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also yield physically realistic differences between the enhanced and
suppressed cases.

At each time period, except OOZ, the suppressed

regime Q shows larger cooling than the enhanced.
R

This is consistent

with upper level cloudiness in the enhanced regions decreasing IR loss
at night and increasing short wave absorption during the day to give
the enhanced region a lower cooling rate.
There is one apparent inconsistency with the individual time
period QR's, however.

The enhanced vs. suppressed Q differences are
R

larger during the day than at night.

This is inconsistent with the

previously discussed radiation hypothesis that requires that c1oudcloud free Q gradients be stronger at night (Fig. 2).
R

The diurnal

budget values are compared to the Cox and Griffith Q 's in Table 13.
R

At any individual time period it can be seen that the two esti0

mates differ by O.loC/day to 0.9 C/day, with the budget calculations
TABLE 13

Budget

Cox and Griffith (1978)

ALL GATE
OOZ
06Z
12Z
18Z

-2.7
-2.3
-1.0
-1.5

-1. 8
-1. 7

-.2
-1.0

ENHANCED
OOZ
06Z
12Z
18Z

-2.6
-1.9
.7
-.8

-1. 7
-1.6

-1.9
-2.7
-.9

-1.9
-1.8

-.2
-.9

SUPPRESSED
OOZ
06Z
12Z
18Z
--------- ..-------- - - -

-1.8

-.1
-1.0
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usually giving more cooling.

Day vs. night radiational cooling

o
o
differences of l C/day to 2 C/day do compare however.

Despite discre-

pancies between the absolute magnitudes of the two sets of QR's, they
both produce similar day-night differences.

However, it is important

to note that even at individual time periods, Cox and Griffith's (1978)
data do not show any differences between the enhanced and suppressed
cases whereas the budget values show significant differences.

This may

partly be due to the lack of Phase I and Phase I I data in the Cox and
Griffith estimates.
3.4

Vertical Resolution of Q
R
For a more detailed study of the radiative term, an attempt was

made to calculate its vertical distribution.

The computational steps

to accomplish this are as follows:

1)

Determine terms on the left hand side of Eq. 6:

\/. qV

+

[-L

a --

3P q

sonde data.

(aq +
Cit

w)] level by level from the A/B-array rawin-

This is assumed to be the condensation resulting

from the mean circulation.
2)

Through special assumptions on the condensation-evaporation
process determine the vertical distribution of Eq. 6 terms

3)

L(c-e) and L

a 3P
q'w'

Partition S

in the vertical by assuming that all of the ocean

o

level by level.

sensible energy gain is realized in the boundary layer (surface
to 950 mb).
4)

After determining the terms on the left hand side of Eq. 5
from the A/B-array rawinsonde data, substitute at the individual
levels the estimated values of (c-e) from Eq. 6 along with the
So values from step 3) to obtain Q as a residual.
R
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Computational steps 1, 3 and 4 are straightforward.
explanation.

Step 2 requires

For step 2 a simple condensation-evaporation model is

a --

used to partition the L(c-e) and -- q'w' terms of Eq. 6 in the vertical.
ap
The L(c-e) term may be generally viewed as the net condensation resulting from the mean horizontal and vertical circulations through the
system.

The

a 3P
q'w'

term should be primarily viewed as the upward

vertical transport of water vapor from surface evaporation.
Specifically, this condensation-evaporation model is based on two
assumptions:
A)

the vertical distribution of the L(c-e) term in Eq. 6 is assumed to be given by the moisture accumulation due to the mean
circulation or [-L(~+
V·qV_ +
at

B)

aa

w]
) , and
p -a q'w'
the vertical distribution of the L ap
terms is partitioned
q

according to whether (c-e) in Step A is negative or positive.
If this term is negative as occurs with subsidence, (c-e) is

partitioned so that water vapor continuity is maintained.
If this term is positive as with upward mean motion, the
vertical partition of the vapor is made in proportion to the
mean upward vapor transport.
From assumption A), for each 100 mb layer, from level 1 to 2 (except
the surface to 950 mb layer) the moisture accumulation by the mean
circulation is:

(c-e) 1-2

=

_ [~+
at

V. qV

_

+ a

q w ]

ap

1-2

(11)

For the surface to 950 mb layer, which corresponds to the boundary
layer, (c-e) is assumed to be zero.

An example calculation is given:

w

mb/day

750

~

Clt

2

gm/cm day

gm/cm day

.46

-38

(c-e) 1-2
2
gm/cm day

t

.19

.12

.77 t

-54
.01

950

2

2

gm/cm day

0

850

w q/g

\7.qy

.11

-.30
.59 t

-34
.01

0

-.51

SFC

-------

E

o

==

.45

t

---------------+-------------------The values of specific humidity used in the mean vertical
divergence term are listed in Table 14.

The mean q values are not used

as water vapor is transported upwards in saturated cumulus updrafts
and not with the mean synoptic scale w.

Water vapor is also transported

downward by cumulus downdrafts and by mean compensating subsidence.
So, the values for T ,q
and Td
and qd
are derived by estimaup
up
own
own
ting the temperature and moisture deviations of the upward and downward moving air parcels from the mean.
For assumption B) it must be noted that about

~

0.4 gm/cm

2

day

is continuously accumulated in the oceanic tropical boundary layer due
to evaporation.

This vapor is continuously being transported out of

the boundary layer by upward eddy flux processes of turbulence and
cloud updrafts and downdrafts.

The integrated vertical divergence of

eddy moisture transport is set equal to this boundary layer excess and
then partitioned in the vertical by the following procedure:
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1)

Determine the Boundary Lyaer Excess (BLE)

2)

Sum up (c-e) due to large-scale vertical motion in the vertical
in layers where (c-e) < O.

3)

Define this as (c-e)NEG'

Determine for each layer the ratio of the average vapor transport
in that layer over the sum of the average vapor transport from
all layers,
Vapor Transport _
l 2
(Sum of all Vapor Transport)'
Define this as % VT.

% VT

4)

Then,

TABLE 14
Temperature deviations and specific humidities for vertical moisture
budget calculations.
TI (oe)
up
down

mb

q (gm/kg)
qdown
quP

150
250

-.5

0

.4

.2

350

0

0

1.8

.9

450

.6

0

4.0

2.2

550

.8

-.1

6.3

3.9

650

.6

-.3

9.0

5.8

750

.4

-.5

11.8

7.9

850

.2

-.7

14.0

10.9

950

0

-1.0

17.1

13.7

-.

~'"

--.--'-'-"'- ._-

-. -.- .... --.--.-. ---- _."- -".- ._.-

,... *-.

-"-~-'-'

---- .. -..

---.~-

.

"~"-'-'-

-

... ,- .... _--

"'00'-'

. " . _ ••

% VTl - 2 [BLE

+ (c-e)NEG]

i f (c-e)1_2 > 0

% VT l _ 2 [BLE + (c-e)NEG ] - (c-e)1-2

if (c-e)1-2

or

<

o.

For example:

650

(c-e)

% VT

.10

39%

q' ()J '
g

d
-

Clp

-q'w'

Total (c-e)

.1Ot

.08

-.16

750

.08t
.07

26%

.11

.07

950

-.03

35%

.25

.22

.19

.56t

.12+

-.38

.14
.34t

.04+
.04

.31

.20+

-.06

850

.21

o

.10

-SFC- - - - - - E - -:- :-40+- - - -. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - o

where in this example:
2

BLE

L
P

.56 gm/cm day

P100 wqPCP2

s

(c-e)NEG

g

2
.23 gm/cm day(when int<,gr;-t0.d through
the tropor,ph'rc)

2
-.03 gm/cm day (when integratp:! though the troposphere)
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These procedures partition Po in the vertical so that Q can be
R
diagnosed as a residual level by level in the vertical.

Many other

assumptions concerning this partitioning could have been made, but in
order to keep the calculations as simple as possible, this method was
chosen.
Results of the vertical distribution of the mean moisture and
energy budgets for the three basic convective regimes are presented in
Tables 15, 16 and 17.

Average radiative cooling profiles are shown in

Fig. 15 along with comparable Q profiles from Cox and Griffith (1978).
R
The budget calculated QR's have been smoothed in the vertical with a
1-2-1 binomial filter.
As Q and L Po are both a function of the vertical motion, the
l
level by level budget calculated Q values are also a function of the
R
vertical motion profile.

In the all GATE case and the enhanced case

(Fig. 15) the cooling maximum occurs at 700 mb, corresponding to the
maximum in upward motion and precipitation production.

For the sup-

pressed case two maxima occur, one associated with the low level
upward motion (900 mb) and one at 400 mb associated with the upper
level sinking motion maximum.
In comparison, the Cox and Griffith (1978) curves (Fig. 15) are
very uniform in the vertical without any pronounced maxima or minima
above the lowest 50 mb.

Their profiles reflect the very smooth dis-

tribution of cloud top heights used in their computations (Table 11).
For the enhanced and all GATE budget, calculated Q is larger than the
R
Cox and Griffith results below 500 rob and smaller above.

For the

suppressed case, the budget results agree fairly well except in the
upper troposphere.
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The level by level diurnal moisture budgets are presented in
Appendix B for the three convective regimes.

The Q profiles for each
R

time period are presented in Figs. 16 to 18.
For each composite the level by level budget calculated QR's follow
a smooth diurnal cycle similar to the vertically integrated QR's.

This

energy budget approach is also able to diagnose upper level radiational
warming in the enhanced and GATE average case at l2Z.

This is con-

sistent with upper level clouds being warmed through shortwave absorption around noon.

This does not occur in the suppressed case due to

upper level sinking motion at l2Z.

Physically, this sinking should

reduce the amount of cloudiness at high levels and so reduce upper
level shortwave absorption in comparison with the convectively enhanced
case.

Thus, although the budgets diagnose Q as a residual, they appear
R

to give some results consistent with an fdealized model of significant
cloud-cloud free radiational differences.
A number of features in the budget calculated Q profiles are, howR
ever, inconsistent with the vertical distribution of Q previously
R
hypothesized by various radiation modellers.

Nevertheless, the ability

of the diurnal energy and moisture budgets to diagnose a smooth and
realistic diurnal oscillation of Q within each regime in the vertical
R
is considered promising.

It is encouraging that it may be possible to

use the GATE data to solve for the vertical distribution of radiation.

4.

DISCUSSION

This study shows that there exists a large single cycle oscillation
of wind divergence profiles in the ITCZ region of the eastern Atlantic
Ocean.

This diurnal variation is similar to that previously found in

the tropical western Atlantic and western Pacific by Ruprecht and Gray
(1976), Gray and Jacobson (1977) and McBride and Gray (1978).

A late

morning maximum and evening minimum of low level convergence is observed.
The moisture budget analysis for the entire experiment indicates a
0430 LT to 1030 LT maximum vs. a 1630 LT to 2230 LT minimum difference
in precipitation of two to one.
profiles.

This is consistent with the divergence

But, unlike the western ocean regions, the moisture budget

analysis of convective1y enhanced days in GATE indicates an early afternoon (1030 LT to 1630 LT) maximum in deep convection.

This is probably

due to the large low level vertical wind shear and greater lapse-rate
stability of the GATE region which acts to delay the development of
organized Cb cloud lines until a few hours after the maximum low level
convergence.

This time lag of convection is not as large in the western

oceans.
The AlB moisture budget analysis indicates that the B-sca1e radarrainfall measurements (Hudlow, 1977) likely underestimate the B-sca1e
precipitation for the entire GATE period by as much as 30-40%, and the

AlB-scale radar-satellite estimates (Hudlow, 1978 4 ) appear also to
underestimate rainfall by about 30-40%.

These underestimates are thought

to be caused by the radar's lack of resolution of light and moderate
intensity rainfall.

4p ersona 1 commun1cat10n.
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The mechanism responsible for this large diurnal single cycle
divergence oscillation is likely the day vs. nighttime differences
in the gradients of radiative and convective heating between the convectively enhanced ITez region and the surrounding convectively suppressed
regions to the north and south.

These diurnal differences cause diurnal

pressure gradient alterations which act to enhance the morning and
suppress the evening low-level mass convergence in and out of the ITCZ
region.

As seen in Fig. 19 (Cox and Griffith, 1978) radiational cooling

gradients between an active ITez and the convectively suppressed regions
to the north and south are much stronger at night than during the day.
This produces a stronger mass convergence into the low levels of the
ITez in the early morning hours than in the evening, consistent with the
observations.

These cooling gradients are thought to occur on the scale

of the Hadley Cell and appear to be primarily north-south as opposed to
east-west differences.

The diurnal radiation gradients between the

GATE ITCZ and the oceanic area 10

0

to 15

0

to the north are unusually pro-

nounced due to enhanced IR cooling from stratocumulus cloud decks at
night and enhanced daytime solar absorption by Saharan dust (McBride and
Gray, 1978).
The radiational character of the ITCZ was observed to be rather
uniform in the east-west direction by Cox and Griffith with the diurnal
oscillation of boundary layer convergence occurring all along the eastwest extent of the ITeZ in both convectively enhanced and suppressed
conditions.

This diurnal ITez mass convergence is portrayed in idealized

form in Figs. 20 and 21.
Diurnal energy budgets have been computed to derive an independent
set of radiational cooling values (QR) for the GATE AlB-array for comparison with radiation values derived by Cox and Griffith (1978) for the
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AlB-scale during Phase III.

Significant differences are found between

the enhanced and suppressed case average QR's in the budget analysis
with larger cooling diagnosed in the suppressed cases.

Cox and Griffith

do not show this difference in their Phase III data set which lacks
strongly suppressed days.
The budgets of this paper diagnose large day-night radiational
differences in each convective regime as does the Cox and Griffith Phase
III data.

It is gratifying that the budgets are able to diagnose phy-

sically realistic radiational differences between day and night and
also between suppressed and enhanced conditions.

This lends some con-

fidence to the AlB-scale rawinsonde data and the budget method.
An attempt was also made to diagnose Q in the vertical by partiR
tioning the net condensation minus evaporation level by level in the
vertical with a simplified cloud model.

The vertical profile of Q for
R

the average of the all-GATE case and enhanced case appears reasonable.
However, the condensation minus evaporation assumption does not appear
to work very well in the suppressed cases and produces unrealistic looking Q profiles.
R

Also, the smaller data sets at individual time periods

were not able to diagnose physically consistent vertical distributions
of Q at each time period.
R

It is hoped that this beginning attempt at

solving for radiation in the vertical as a residual will stimulate
further research and refinement to this end. This work shows that it
may be possible to use the budget analysis method as an alternative approach to determining the vertical distribution of radiational cooling.
Beyond all else, it is hoped that this study has shown, even to the
skeptic's satisfaction, that a significant single cycle diurnal range in
mass convergence is occurring in the GATE AlB-array and that this diurnal
range is similar to that observed in the other oceans.
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APPENDIX A
Various data quality summaries have been presented (Reeves et al.,
1976; Ooyama and Esbensen, 1978; Gray et al., 1977) concerning the
reliability of the GATE AlB and B-scale upper air and thermodynamic
data.

Reeves et al. (1976) and Ooyama and Esbensen (1978) have all

commented upon the high frequency noise in the wind data from U.S.
radiosondes tracked with the OMEGA/VLF systems.

This fact, combined

with the greater frequency of missing rawinsonde reports from the Bscale ships than from the AlB-scale ships during Phase I and II, determined that only AlB-scale winds would be used in this study.

The

accuracy of the winds is attested by the small mass balance corrections
necessary to add to each wind report to force the vertical motions to
zero at 100 mb.

These mass balanced corrections are listed in Table

Al for each case.
Ooyama and Esbensen also noted that the solar radiation correction
applied to the USSR (AlB-scale) temperatures produced temperature maxima
near midnight and minima near noon.

So, for the heat and moisture

budgets the storage term was replaced with B-scale data.

For ease of

computation, however, AlB-scale winds and thermodynamic data were used
in the horizontal and vertical convergence terms of the budgets.

As

the convergence terms are primarily influenced by the wind divergence
changes rather than T or q changes, the convergence terms are still
quite accurate.
The individual time period budgets for the suppressed case required some modification of the wind and specific humidity data.

Using

AlB winds and B-array temperatures and humidities, the moisture budget
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TABLE 18
Divergence Mass Balance Corrections
V (corrected)
R
Data Set

V (observed) R

A/B

V
R
~

V
R
(m/sec)

ALL GATE AVERAGE

ENHANCED AVERAGE
SUPPRESSED AVERAGE
ALL GATE

~

.01
.04
-.07
-.01

002
062
122
182

.11
-.08

ENHANCED

002
062
122
l8Z

-.01
.15
.15
-.08

SUPPRESSED

OOZ

.03

06Z
l2Z
18Z

-.15
.12
-.27

.03

o
at l8Z yielded negative Po and an unrealistic Q , value of -3.7 C/day
R
at 06Z.

The cause for these problems is uncertain.

To compute the

moisture and energy budgets A/B-scale q's were averaged with the B-scale
data for the storage term in the individual time period suppressed
case moisture budgets.

Upper level sinking at l8Z was also reduced by

25% between 450 mb and 200 mb to reduce the large mean sinking drying
in the suppressed case.

These modifications allowed a positive Po to be

calculated at l8Z.
The large Q calculated at 06Z in the suppressed case was reduced
R
by lowering the sinking motion at 250 mb to 450 mb by

~

15%.

This

large sinking and convergence of static energy aloft required a large

QR to balance the heat budget as the observed temperature changes were
not large enough to be consistent with the import of static energy.

APPENDIX B
The level by level moisture and heat budgets by diurnal time
periods for the all GATE, enhanced and suppressed cases are presented
in Tables 19 to 30.
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